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ABSTRACT

The in-depth discussion on architectural style of Chinese shop houses in Pekalongan has not been intensively exposed, whereas theoretical development of this understanding is required. This study aimed to search the theoretical concept on the style of Chinese shop houses facade that methodologically revealed through a qualitative approach. Data collection obtained through visual observation by focusing on the analysis of facade components. Further, precedent studies emphasizing on graphical time-lines were used to interpret the result. Theoretical concepts, as a formulation which was composed from the conceptual model, linked these aspects that affect facade appearance. The results show that the architectural facade style of Chinese shop houses should be seen as an entity concepts of: balance, geometry sequences, functions and time (historical point of view). This contributes to the knowledge of local architectural style which can be considered as reference to establish the theories of architectural style in general.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Historically, Chinese communities play an important role in shaping urban settlements in several cities in Indonesia. Today, the Chinese historic settlement is known as Kampung China. In the Dutch colonial period (VOC period), Chinese was an actor in developing urban economical business. Therefore, the Kampung Cina occupies a strategic location, and relatively closed to the government activities center. The building where the Chinese reside and do a business in urban areas known as Shop house.

Shop house has its own physical appearance characteristics compared to colonial architecture or others (in his time). Its uniqueness lies on the traditional concept of decorative elements of facade building and spatial layout. However, in some cases, Chinese shops houses are modified so that in some elements of the building appears not fully express the originality of its own architecture. This phenomenon may be related to the existence of other architectures that grow along at the same time. Based on this hypothesis, through this study hopefully can be formulated the theoretical concept of Chinese shop houses façade style characteristic in Kampung Cina, Pekalongan.

Research criteria are as follows: 1) the case is located in the old city center (as Urban Kampong); 2) the objects studied have not been categorized into a particular style but it is important to be revealed and they approximately were built in 19th century; 3) the research can be operated easily. Based on these considerations, the study is focused on parts of the building that are visually accessible, without intervening occupant’s privacy. Therefore, the intended objects of study are Chinese shop houses that directly faced to public street.

The theoretical concept of Chinese Shop house façade style has not been discussed intensively, although some of previous studies in the same locus or others in Indonesia are directed to the Chinese architecture. Antariksa et al (2012) studied the Pecinan district characteristic in Pasuruan Malang, while Pindo Tutuko (2010), discussed their buildings appearance changes. Titi Handayani (2011) examined the development of Chinese residential building facade characteristics in Ketandan. Deddy Erdino, Hendrick Karongkong, Frits Sirega (2012) revealed factors causing the changes of Shop houses rooms function in several areas in Manado. Dewi, Aryanti; San Susanto, and Space (http://Puslit. Petra, a.id/-puslit/journal) focused on the changing of shop house’s interior lay out patterns caused by the increasing commercial activities in Pasar Besar. Fei Chen and Ombretta Romice (Spring 2009), used typo morphology study to maintain local cultural identity in designing Chinese urbanity. Low, Swee Peng, Deng Xiaoping, and Quck Li Ning (2012), discussed the geomancy principles in term of shelter environmental protection against natural disasters.
2. METHODOLOGY

The research questions resolved through this research relate to: 1) the description of shop houses façade components in Kampung Cina Pekalongan; 2) historical background and its influence to shop house façade style in the Kampung; 3) graphical model of local theoretical concepts that support the explanation of shop house façade style in Kampung Cina Pekalongan. The methods considered appropriate to this study are: precedent study and visual architectural research-based inductive-qualitative approach.

Both of the above methods are applied through the following stages: 1) conducting the visual inventory of Chinese shop house’s façade; 2) creating the historical time line of Kampung Cina in Pekalongan through precedent study; 3) analyzing the components forming the Chinese shop house’s façade; 4) interpreting the Chinese shop house’s façade style characteristic based on visual analysis and precedent study; 5) creating the model of theoretical concepts supporting the explanation of Chinese shop house’s façade style in Pekalongan.

The scope of study is: 1) Substantially, on physical characteristic of shop house’s façade style that is stated on local theoretical concept; 2) physically, on shop houses along Belimbing and Salak Street, Kampung Cina, Pekalongan.

3. THEORETICAL REVIEW

Architectural style is determined by building morph and form, building technics, spatial function, and building façade in addition to its historical background. While the supporting aspects of façade are among others decorative components, openings (windows, doors), material’s texture and color, rhythm, roof form and proportion. Vitruvius (De Architectura) stated architecture consist of three main criteria: aesthetic, strength and function. Aesthetic related to unity, balance, proportion and scale.

A style expresses the usefulness and purpose of its creator. Architectural style, as well as the language, has a vocabulary and grammar as a symbol of the general consensus manifested in architectural elements. Modification between constituent elements of different styles is possible, so that they appear as a new style. (Edward, 1952: 16-17).

Building façade elements related to the function, distance between buildings, patterns and proportions, the openings in the building, decorative ornaments, color, texture, and building material. Facade is the face or front of the building.

4. RESEARCH RESULT

4.1 Precedent Study

a. Historical time line of Pekalongan

Research locus is a part of Pekalongan old city area. Research locus is a part of the old city of Pekalongan. As the characteristics of a city, the old city is inhabited by various Indonesian indigenous ethnic, for example:
**Figure 1**: Historical time line of Pekalongan

Javanese, Madurese, Bugis, and Makassar, in addition to foreign ethnic e.g.: Arabic, India, Chinese and European (after colonial period). Based on the grand tour, things that need to be taken into account in analyzing the Shop Houses facade is a European style that influence on traditional Chinese architecture as the figure (1) of historical time line above.

Figure 1 shows that external factors possible affect the development of local architecture in Pekalongan. They are: 1) architectural style manifesting Chinese life philosophy; and 2) the effect of the development of Art Deco and Art Nevou style carried by colonialists. In addition, the local architecture is also related to indigenous culture.

### b. Art-Deco characteristics in Indonesia

Art Deco (Art Décoratif) is a visual art that first appeared in France in 1925, before World War I, and growth internationally in the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s, which was then widely known after World War II. The influence of art deco style in Indonesia found primarily in Dutch heritage buildings around 1930s.

The buildings categorized as an art deco style in Indonesia, among others: 1) Heritage buildings along Braga Street, Bandung (1930), 2) Savoy Homman Hotel, Bandung (1930); 3) Gedung Merdeka, Bandung; 4) Villa Isola, Bandung; 5) Beos Station, North Jakarta.
Visually, this Art-Deco style is characterized by the use of: 1) basic geometric forms and its modifications; 2) the dynamics and repetition of vertical and horizontal lines on a certain distance; 3) massive sun shading/parapet; 4) a certain part of the building considered as a point of interest.

c. Chinese Traditional Concept

Chinese traditional concept, among others, related to the concept of balance and symbolized through the terminology of Yin and Yang. Yin and Yang is dialectic, which is philosophically relationship of both represent the following properties (Bramble, 2003: 19-22):

- Contrast (opposition). Yin and Yang contains two intrinsic elements of natural objects that are both contradictory and cyclic.
- Mutually dependent (interdependence) and transform each other (inter transformation). Yin and Yang does not stand alone because it can change each other mutually.
- Dynamic Balance. Yin and Yang are complementary to each other as they exist in a mutually moving stream.

The concept of balance is manifested in the spatial and building facade in which the left and right sides look symmetrical. For example The axis of symmetry is applied in several components forming the facade. The Sub urban Chinese traditional house facade in Indonesia generally use axis pattern. Interior space order and its function are still regarded as a reflection of the inhabitant’s way of life. Philosophically, spatial order thought to affect the good and bad of life, as well as for the occupants of Shop Houses.

4.2 Building Façade Context

The research object is Shop House façades that is focused on: opening doors, windows or other openings, parapet shapes and decorative elements. The findings are as follows:

1) Facade express axis line that divides the left and right of the axis becomes equal, although each type of building has facade components with different patterns of lines. It is possible that the axis lines considered as a reference to builder in sizing the left and right side of building. The axis that appears either abstract (type-6,7,8) or real (type 1 to 5) are marked with the middle line of door.

On the abstract axis line, the image of balance is reinforced by "bovenlight" (top light) or parapet with the same distance division to the left and right. Physical appearance in this case reflects the concept/principal of balance.

2) The division system at a certain distance affects building proportions. The axis line of two side swing door divides the building into symmetrical front face with the proportion of 1 / 2L (L = width of the front face of building) to the left and 1 / 2L to the right.

Windows are located at a height of 40-50 cm or directly constructing on the floor (no distance to the floor). The number of window’s wing is obtained based on.
the calculation of $1 / 2L - 1 / 2LP$ (1/2 door width) divided by certain number of wings (type-1). The width of the vertical wood openings is a division of $1 / 2L - 1 / 2LP$ against wings of wood board (type-2,3,4,5). In type-1, the high of window’s wings are divided into two sections by horizontal lines giving the impression that windows have symmetrical proportions of both horizontal and vertical sides. Parapet is solid or decorated vertical extension wall. The decorative element is placed symmetrically (type 3,6,7,8). Such calculations led to the series of geometric sequences as multiples division of two, e.g.: 1; 1/2; 1/4; 1/8; 1/16, and so on.

3) The folding window once used as wall covered a room that functioned as a shop. The window on the right side can be folded to the far right side similarly the left one can be folded to left end side, either from one side or both sides. Thus the openings of façade appear more flexible so the occupant can make changes the room’s function from residential into a store or vice versa.

4) All component of front face building reflects the modification of traditional and modern style. Doors, folding wall, windows and blinds of wood express traditionalism. The line separating the bottom walls and top side is a line of horizontal span of facade. That horizontal span shape, solid form of parapet, repeating geometric cubes decoration on the parapet gave the impression of art deco style in accordance with the above described precedent studies. The combination of the completion of bottom wall and parapet at the top.
indicates a mixture of traditional model and art deco components forms. Repetition occurrences of lines and geometric forms are one of art deco style characteristics.

It is possible at the beginning of the construction of shop houses, occupants inspired by the development of art deco style brought by colonists in the 1930s. This can be proved through the time line of historical development Pekalongan, that the existence of the Kampung Cina, which is marked by the construction of the temple of Po-An Thian (1882), along with the development of Art Deco style.

4.3 Theoretical Concept of Shop House Façade Style Characteristic (Case: Kampung Cina, Pekalongan)

Based on the visual research and precedent study above, shop house façade style characteristic on the case of Kampung Cina, Pekalongan, is formed by:

1) Balance concept. The concept of balance indicated by axis line that divides the left and right of the building façade in the same patterns, dimensions and proportions.

2) Axis geometrical sequences comparison. The use of measurement technique referred to axis division impacted on proportion of the width and height of building front face elements which is multiples of one part against another after split by the axis. The ratio is: L, 1/2 L, 1 / 4L, 1 / 8L or T, 1 / 2T, 1 / 4T. Such comparison is sequences of geometry.

3) The components forming building façade is a solution of shop house’s front room function. The function of shop house’s front room is for retail business, which is faced and opened to the front. Folded wood windows use as opening/cross ventilation while openings in parapet serves as lighting.

4) The building façade reflects 'time' (historical). The element of 'time' deals with the existence of Kampung Cina history that growth in the era of 'Art-Deco' style brought by the Dutch. Chinese traditional concept of balance which is manifested by proportion system has been modified with 'Art-Deco' style through geometric and massive forms.

As description above, the early formulations of theoretical concepts of Chinese shop house façade style in the case of Kampung Cina, Pekalongan, formed by four (4) elements; balance, geometry sequences division or multiples of 2, function and time (historical view).

![Figure 3: Theoretical Concept of Chinese shop house façade style characteristic in Kampung Cina, Pekalongan](image)

The findings showed that the theoretical concepts to describe the architectural style characteristic of Chinese Shop House, among others, determined by proportion system. European theoretical concept of rationalization mathematical formula architectural proportions (Golden Section / Golden Ratio) proposed by Le Corbusier and Dali with the title 'The Modulor' in 20th century. The Modulor is derived from the metric system associated with anthropometric scale ratio of height and the expansive size of human hands. This metric system is used to improve the appearance and function of the architecture proportion system through Fibonacci number (1,1,2,3,5,8,13, etc.). The Fibonacci sequence number is a sequence of numbers where the next number is the sum of two preceding numbers. Other proportion theory is 'De divina proportione' Luca Pacioli’s theory (1509). Pacioli used mathematical proportion that is applied to geometric forms through the visual arts, one of which is illustrated by Leonardo da Vinci.
The findings show that the proportion of Chinese Shop House’s facade has a ratio of geometry sequences. Parts of the façade with geometry sequence is division or sum of two (1/2, ¼, 1/8, etc.) with reference to particular axis.

When compared with both theories of European proportions above, the harmony that occurs because of the comparison scale is not only derived from the rationalization of human body but can also be derived from using axis. The axis aims to create a balance that is philosophically may be influenced by inhabitant’s ways of life. This opinion is considered necessary to be proved through other study linking philosophy of life with proportion system.

5. CONCLUSION

Characteristic of Chinese Shop House facade style awakened by integration of: the occupant way of life that is transformed into physical order, an adaptation of the certain style that developed simultaneously with others style, a manifestation of space function and rationalization of geometric proportion system based on division or multiple of 2. Comparing to others proportion theoretical concepts, it can be concluded that building facade style is not only derived from the rationalization of comparison of human organs size but can also be rationalization of philosophy of life into a mathematical series.
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